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Let X,, Y,, and Z, (& je Z’) be independent families of i.i.d. random variables 
uniformly distributed on [0, 11, and let 0 i p < 2. We obtain conditions on a Bore1 
functionfdefined on [0, 1 I3 such that 
thus extending a result due to McConnell and Rieders when p = 1. For I < p < 2, 
and f  satisfying the same conditions, we establish the existence of all moments less 
than p of the associated maximal function 
An application to degenerate U-statistics of degree two is given. Cl 1991 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One possible extension of the notion of an exchangeable sequence of 
random variables to two parameter arrays { WV} is to require that the joint 
distribution of the array be invariant under the interchange of rows or 
columns. Such arrays are called row and column exchangeable (RCE). An 
analog of DeFinetti’s theorem in this setting was discovered independently 
by Aldous [l] and Hoover [S]. The result demonstrates that any RCE 
array may be regarded as a “mixture” of dissociated arrays. An array { Vii> 
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is called dissociated if given any two subsets A and B of Z” such that 
(i, j) E A implies that for every k, (i, k) and (k, j) are not in B, we have that 
the families { VVjrjcA and { Vij}i,jGB are independent. Here is the precise 
statement of the result to which we are alluding. 
THEOREM 1.1. { W,) is RCE if and only if there exists a Bore1 function 
F on [0, 114 and independent random variables, uniformly distributed on 
[0, 11 c(, {Xi}, {Y,}, {Z,> such that 
{ W,}ij ’ (flu, J’,, Y,, Z,)}y, 
where g denotes equality in distribution. 
It is thus natural to study arrays of the form { f(X,, Y,, Zii)}, which 
characterise [ 1 ] those arrays that are both RCE and dissociated (RCED). 
In this work, we will give an analog of the Kolmogorov-Marcinkiewicz 
strong law of large numbers for RCED arrays. An extension to general 
RCE arrays is then apparent. Before stating the result, we must define 
certain norm-like quantities. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let f be a Bore1 function on [0, 113. Define 
A,(-4 = j 
CO,lP 
If@, v, 01" 4 4, 
Pp(Y)=S lf(5, y, i)lpd44, co. 112 
and 
s,cr,=j If(x, Y, z)l" co. I I' 
x l+log+ 
[ 
Ilfll~Ifkw)lP dudydz 1 ~~,(X)PP(Y) ’ . 
Here and throughout this work, 11. lip will denote the usual Lp-norm of 
a Bore1 function and X = (Xi}, Y = { Y,}, Z = {Zi,i}, will denote random 
variables as in Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let 0 < p < 2. Suppose that f is a Bore1 function on 
[0, 113 having mean 0 when p = 1, and satisfying the following degeneracy 
condition (D) when 1 < p < 2: 
s co. 112 f (x, ‘1, [) dq d< = 0 a.e. x 
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(D) 
I .f(k Y, i 14 4 = 0 a.e. y. co. 1 I’ 
The following are then equivalent: 
JE, (nm)“” i=,i=, 
i f f(Xi, Y,, Zjj) =O a.s., (1.3) 
i$(f)< cc. (1.4) 
This result has been proven in [ 1 l] for p = 1. In fact, the result for 
0 < p < 1 may readily be obtained by a straightforward modification of the 
proof given there for p = 1 and will not be reproduced here. 
We note that the requirement that fsatisfy condition (D) when 1 < p < 2 
is necessary for (1.2). This is an easy consequence of the one-parameter 
result. We will in this case obtain the conclusions of Theorem 1.3 using 
techniques motivated by those used to prove the classical Marcinkiewicz 
strong law, exploiting part of the following result concerning the moments 
of the maximal function in (1.2). 
THEOREM 1.4. Let 1 < p < 2, and f be a Bore1 function satisfying 
condition (D). The following are then equivalent: 
1 
i i f(X;, Yj' Z,,) EL', 
sn? (nm)“p i=, i=, 
(1.5) 
Jp,(f I< C-Jz when r < p, (1.6a) 
Ilf II, < m when r > p. (1.6b) 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 proceeds as follows. The implication 
(1.1) Z= (1.4) in the case p = 1 [ 111 immediately yields this implication for 
all p (by taking pth powers). In the proof of Theorem 1.4, we will show 
that (1.4) implies 
sup i f ftxi, yj3 zij) ELr 
(ij)“P 
for all r < p, (1.7) 
nm ,=I ,=I 
Now {IT;=, Ci"=,fWi, yj, -ql(ij)"p},, is a two-parameter martingale 
adapted to the natural sigma fields. Thus, (1.7) implies that 
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n ,‘,im+ co i, !,‘(XL$;PzV) exists and is finite a.e., (1.8) 
by Krickeberg’s martingale convergence theorem [7]. But (1.8) then yields 
(1.3) via our two-parameter analog of Kronecker’s lemma, given below as 
Lemma 2.1. 
Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 may be used to extend results due to McConnell 
[lo] concerning U-statistics of order 2. Whenf(x, y, z) = g(x, y), let 6,(g) 
denote the analog of the functional in Deiinition 1.2 for functions of two 
variables. Recall that a Bore1 function on [0, 11’ is called degenerate if 
l 
d f(x, y) dy = 0, a.e. x, and 5 
d f(x, y) dx = 0, a.e. y. 
We have obtained the following. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let 1 <p < 2 and 
U,,(f) = i 5 t f(J-,, X,)7 
f=lj=! 
where we take C?= 1 C’JYC, au to be the sum over all aV with i # j, 1 6 i < n, 
1 < j<m. For a degenerate Bore1 function f on [0, l]*, and r < p, the 
following are equivalent: 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
J,(f) < a. (1.11) 
The proofs will be presented in the next three sections. In Section 2, we 
will present some technical results which have been collected there for 
ease of reference. Theorem 1.4 will be proven in Section 3. We will in fact 
obtain (1.7) there, which, as discussed above, is what remains to prove of 
Theorem 1.3. Theorem 1.5 will be demonstrated in Section 4. 
2. TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this work, c will denote a constant, which may vary from 
line to line. Also, we will write a A b for the minimum of a and b, and a v b 
for the maximum. The following elementary inequalities will be used 
repeatedly and without necessarily being explicitly referred to. Let 
O<A<B: 
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A~<B$&c,B1-p when p< 1 
A~<B~w-" when p> 1 
A<T<BfQclog+ WA 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(a+h)“6aP+bP 
Alog, B/A&B. 
e 
for all 0 < p d 1 (2.4) 
(2.5) 
Next, we give a two-parameter analog of Kronecker’s lemma, 
appropriate for the problem under consideration. We recall that a double 
series 
of real numbers is said to converge unrestrictedly to L if 
,,Jiym I,cl,!, a;jpL~zo~ 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {c,) be an array of positive real numbers (i, j B 1) 
) 
. ,, 
satisfying the following conditions: 
A, A,c@, where A, A, ~q=~,j-~i-1,j-Ci,j-l +C,-l,j.-l (2.6 
(where we take cok = cko = 0 for all k) 
lim c,, = + 03, (2.7 
“ht?‘CC 
) 
lim c”= 
iA j-a Cv 
; Ali,~ 3. ? = 0 (for aN k), 
r/ 
cij+l cij+l --<K T<K (some x<oo), 
CL, ’ 1, 
(2.8) 
ig 23 f, 2 converge for all k, (2.9) 
and 
converges unrestrictedly. (2.10) 
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Then 
(2.11) 
Note that the conditions (2.6)-(2.8) are satisfied for the choice 
c,=(ij) . ‘lp Furthermore, for aii =f(X,, Yj, Z,), condition (D), Fubini’s 
theorem, and the classical Marcinkiewicz result yield (2.9) whenever Jp(f) 
is finite, since /lfll: < Jp(f). 
We recall the following summation by parts formulae: Let { ai} and {hi) 
be sequences with 6, = 0. Set S, = C;= i ai. Then for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
(2.12) 
If in addition, Cp”= i ai converges, then setting Si = x,5! i aj we have 
C ajbi= 1 S~(bi-bj-,)+S~+,b,. (2.13) 
i=l i= I 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Using (2.13) together with (2.9), one may 
compute 
i={ j-1 i=N+I j=l i=l j=M+l 
Rearranging terms, dividing through by cNM, and taking absolute values 
leads to 
i=l j=M+l 
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Note that (2.9) guarantees that II and III are well defined. We must show 
that as N A A4 tends to infinity, I though IV all tend to zero. Fix E > 0 and 
using (2.10) choose n, so that for all n, HZ > n,, 
It is immediate that IV is less than E, when N A M 3 n,. We next treat II, 
the approach for III being identical. 
Applying (2.12) we estimate II (using (2.6) and (2.8) repeatedly) 
[I CNk - CN,k + 1 k=l CNM 
k=ng+ 1 CNM 
CN,kf I - CNk 
k=l CNM 
+ CN,M+l -CNM E + KE 
CNM 
By (2.6) cNk/eNM < CN~~JCNM and by (2.9), for each k, 
I& C:N+l (av/cij)l tends to zero as N tends to infinity. Using (2.8), we 
may then conclude that II tends to zero as N A M tends to infinity. 
For I we apply (2.6) and compute 
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CNM.=.,+, m=ng+l 
The first term is of the form c/cNM and, because of (2.7), thus goes to 
zero as N A M goes to infinity. In the last term, n A m > n,, so this sum is 
bounded (by (2.6)) by 
For the second term and, by an identical argument, for the third term, 
we compute 
+E 2 5 AIAzc,,. 
‘NM ,,=I m=no+ I 
NOW, for i<q,, I,?=, (a,/~~)< 00, by (2.9), so for some m, we have 
C,Em, (a,/~,) < +zO for all id no. Thus, for A4 > m, (and taking m, > no), 
we have 
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the last inequality by (2.6) again. Since, by (2.7), lim, A M+ 73 c/cNM = 0, 
the lemma is proven. Q.E.D. 
The following results give a quantitative aspect of Kronecker’s lemma. 
h3fMA 2.2. Let 0 <hi be an increasing numericai sequence, with 
limi, x, bi = o~i, and suppose x,5:, (ai/bi) converges. Then 
(2.14) 
Proof. Set R, = C,“=, (a,/bi) (which by assumption is finite). Then, 
Note that RN, 1 = R, -C,“=, (a,/bi). Since 0~ 6, is increasing, the last 
expression above is bounded above by 
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The result now follows by taking the supremum over N of both sides and 
observing that /RI1 G sup ICY= 1 a,/b,l. Q.E.D. 
The following corollary will be used in applying our approach to 
Theorem 1.3 in a two-parameter setting; its proof is obtained by iteration 
of the above result. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Zf 0 < b;, ci and both sequences are monotone increasing 
to infinity, and iffor every k 
then 
Oc aik 
is, jJy ay;, F converge, 
Our proof of Theorem 1.4 will use a symmetrization argument. We shall 
require for this purpose the following result, due to Bonami [2]; see [8 J 
for a proof and a discussion. Let {si} and {.sj} be independent copies of 
Rademacher sequences, i.e., these are i.i.d. sequences with P(E, = 1) = 
P(E~ = - 1) = f. Let aii be any real numbers. Then 
(2.16) 
where we write A x B to mean CA 6 B < CA, for some constants c, C. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4. 
The following result will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.4. We note 
that its proof motivates the approach used in the demonstration of 
Theorem 1.4. For any event A, we will write Z(A) for the indicator function 
of A. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. .Let [, , C2, . . . be an i.i.d. sequence of random variables. 
For 1 < p < 2, the following are equivalent 
sup&L’ 
j’lP 
for all 0 -c r c p, (3.1) 
I 
s;p$l i ({,-Ec,)ieLr for all O<r<p, (3.2) 
i= I 
683/38/l-9 
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and 
El[,l”< cc. (3.3) 
Proof The necessity of (3.3) for (3.2) and (3.1) is well known. We 
proceed wjth the proof of the sufficiency of (3.3) for (3.2) which, via an 
elementary pointwise inequality, immediately implies (3.1). Assume first 
that the ii are symmetric random variables (with p moments). Now, 
we show these two terms are finite. By orthogonality and (2.2), we have 
where c = crP. 
For the second term, we compute using Levy’s inequality for inde- 
pendent symmetric random variables 
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,c,(E~,!$I($> l))l” (since r/2< 1) 
<c(Eli,l’ (liJp)‘-“p)“’ 
= Cllil II ;“, 
where c = c(r, p). Note that, since the expression in (3.2) is scalar 
homogeneous, the foregoing proof in fact yields that 
For the general case when [, is not necessarily symmetric, we use 
a standard technique. Let c;, &, . . . be an independent copy of the 
i.i.d. sequence iI, c2, . . . . Then, since iI has mean zero and {ii - ii} i is 
symmetric, 
II 
sup 
n 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. That (1.6) is necessary for (1.5) follows from the 
implication [ 111 (1.1) G= (1.4) when r < p and is obvious for r > p (just let 
m = n = 1). We now demonstrate the converse. Assume initially that f is 
such that 
where {si}, {&I} are independent Rademacher sequences that are inde- 
pendent of the Xi, Yj, and Z,. 
Case 1. r < p. For 1 <p < 2, fix 1 <r < p. Applying Corollary 2.3, 
Cairoli’s maximal inequality [3] and (3.4), we have 
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+csupE i i +-(Xi, Y,,Z,)Z(~,(X,)>i, ,u,JY,),<j) r 
n.m i=*j=* (!I)“” 
+csupE i ‘f -&j-(X;, Yj,Z,)@,(x;)<i,~Lp(Yj)>j) 
n.m ;=,,=* (W II’ 
= I + II + III + IV. 
We will show that these four expressions are finite when 8Jf) is. (Note 
that we will obtain (1.7) here, required for the completion of the proof of 
Theorem 1.3.) Inequalities (2.1)-(2.5) will be used frequently here. For 1, 
we begin by applying (2.16) to obtain 
llfll ; IfCxiY yjt z,)lp 6 ij) 
P 
(X,) < i ~ (y,) <j 
119 p I” 
> 
r/2 
llfll E I.,ftxi, yj3 zij)lp > ij) 
E f f f(xi’ “’ ‘ii)’ I(2 (X.) < i p (Y ) < j 
i=*j=* (92/P P 1 ’ ’ P J ’ ’ 
rl2 
llfll i Iftxi, yj, zij)lp G u) 
+E 
4ip(xi) G i, Pp( yj) Q j, 
llfll g IftxL9 yj9 z,)l ’ > ij) 1 
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By the monotone convergence theorem, the first term can be estimated: 
E f f m-i, r,> Z,)’ 
(p z(np(xi) 6 j, Pp( yj) Gj, i=l,,=l 
llfll; i.ox;, Y,? Z,)l p G ij) 
= 
i, co 11~ .I--(-% YY 4’ f Y& Z@,(x) 6 i) 
i=l 
X,,fJ& z P,(V) G<j, 
( 
llfll; If(X> YT w,j 
i )) 
dx & dz 
<C s co, 1 I’ 
Ax, y, z)’ 2 $ Z(~p(x) 6 4 
i=l 
x ~ (y)” llfll: Ifk YYZ)lP 
P 
i 
1-2’pdxdyd 
z 
=C 
s co, 11’ 
Lox, y, z)l p f f z(n,(x) 6 i) 
i= 1 
xI 
( 
~ ty)< llfll:: v-k YY~)lP 
P i ) 
dxdydz 
+s co. 1 I’ 
f(x, y, z)' f  $j Z(~,(x) < i) 
i=l 
)(I 
( 
p (y)> llfll: Mxy y,z)Jp 
P ’ i 1 
pu,(y)‘-2/P~x~y~z 
\c < 
s co. 11’ 
vk Y1z)lpl%+ 
IfI; u-f-% YJ)lpdxdvdz 
L (x)p (y) 
P P 
+I 
Ifb, Y, z)lp dx dy dz co. I 13 
= cJp(f). 
For the second term, we have 
133 Ifk Y7Z)lr f &,(W 
i= 1 
Tu 1 
x c -lpz U-II :: Ifk YY z)l p 
,=IJ 
PP(Y)~~~~< 
i > 
dx dy dz 
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Combining these results, we have Z$ crP 8,,(f). 
A similar approach may be used to estimate II: 
SUP E ~ ~ EiEl 
ftxi, yj* z,) 
Z(np(xi)>i,pp(Yj)>j) r 
n.m i=lj=l (ij)l’P 
d El jJ i,o.,,3”;,;~f~2 ( 
x z Lo% Y? 211 
( (ij)l’P 
~l,i,(x)>i,irp(y)>i)dxdYdz~ 
+ rg j$ j10 * ,3 y$pzJir 
x z Ifk Y2 211 
( (ijp 
>l,/X,(x)>i,~,(y)>j dxdydz 
) 
G f f j[, 1,) ( 
r/2 
I( A,(x) > i, p,(y) > 3 
i=lj=l * 1 
+J’ 
f IS(X> YT z)l’ I(qx) > i) 
CO% 11’ ; = 1 
j  rlP 
x If(x7 Y,‘)l’ h ~ (y) 
( i 
P 
> 
‘-&dy& 
6 lIftI:+/ 
co. II’ 
v-(x, Y, 211 p f f z(n,(x) > 9 
i=l 
pp(y)>‘f(x’ y’z)‘pdxdydz+ j 
i co, 113 
If(x, y,z)l’~~(y)*-“~ 
Iftx* Y, ‘)I’ 
> 
dx dy dz 
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J,(x) Pp(Y) 
co. I 1’ 
Ifk Y, ~11’ log+ ,ffx, y, zjl p dx 4 dz 
+s If(x. y, z)l p dx dy dz co. 113 
co. 11’ 
J”,(x) Pi dx dy dz + llfll; 
which is finite. We used (2.5) in the last inequality. 
The proof that III (and similarly IV) is finite requires an approach quite 
different from that used to conclude the finiteness of I and II. We will use 
Hoffmann-Jorgensen’s theorem [4], applied to the following independent 
Lp(dP, dP,,)-valued random variables defined on the sample space of the 
X, 2, and E: 
5i=~~(ip(xi)>i),~,~~f(xi, yjYzij)z(Pp(yj)6j). 
Note that the series converges as., since f(x,.,.) is in Lp for a.e. x (cf. 
Proposition 3.1). To see that the ti are well defined, we will show that if 
Jp(f) < co then 
1 
E E.Z 
j I. 
cc’ &I 
o E’ ,~ll~.f(“~ YjtZ,)I(Pp(Y~)~j) ‘dx<a, (3.5) 
where primed quantities indicate integration with respect to dP, dP,.. The 
fact that 5, is a random element of LP(dP, dP,.) then follows from the It& 
Nisio theorem [6]. To obtain (3.5), we apply the sort of argument used 
above to show that I and II are finite: 
j~lj$,f(X~ Yj,Z,)I(~p(Yj)~j)ldx 
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Note that the first term of this sum is dominated by 
which is finite since s^,(f) < co. The second term is readily estimated by 
integrating dy dz and keeping in mind the definition of A,(x); by (2.2), it is 
dominated by 
co. 112 
.0x, Y T  zJ2 Pp(Y)’ -2’p 
x1 p,(v)>‘f(;i.(;)‘P)dydz]P’2dx 
( PX 
If(X? YY z)l p PI2 dx 
co, II2 L?(x) 
&(x)“~ dy dz 1 
1 Pi2 
< 
j [j co, 112 
&(x)“~ CL&Y) dy dz dx 
0 1 
+ j; J,(x) dx G Ilfll;+p’2 + llfllp 
This then concludes the demonstration of (3.5). 
Now, let S,=C;=, ti. Since P(A,(X,)> i i.o.)=O, we have 
IPll;< f II&II; < ~0 a.s., 
i=l 
Here, no is random, namely, 
no = min[n: Z(A,(X, > i) = 0 for all i > n]. 
We next show that for any r < p, 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Now 
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By Proposition 3.1, since 
C.=(E) I,~,j&fCXi; Y/T Z,) I(g,(y,)Gj)(p)“p 
are i.i.d. and (by 3.5) EIIIIP< co, we have that for all r < p, 
i.e., (3.7) holds. By Hoffmann-Jorgensen’s theorem, (3.6) and (3.7) imply 
that for all r < p, 
sup IlS,ll;,~L’(dPxdP~dP,). 
n 
(3.8) 
Since r/p < 1, we can then apply (2.4) and Jensen’s inequality to conclude 
co > E sup E’ i f EiEj 
[ (I 
-ftxi, yj, zij) 
n i= 1 j= 1 (ij)“’ 
P UP r 
X Z(l,(xi) > i, Pp( yj) <j) I) 1 
n m  
*f(Xi, Yj, Zq) Z(fl,(X,) > i, /A,( Y,) <j) ’ 
*f(Xi, Y,, Z,) Z(A,(X,) > i, p,( Y,) Gj) ’ 
$&flx,, Yj,Zq) 
I II 
r X z(A,(xi) > i, Pp( Yj) <j) E;, . . EL 
=SUP E i f &f(Xi, Y,,Zij)Z(A,(Xi)>i,~,(Y~)<j) ‘, 
nm ;=, ,=, (IJ)“” 
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which is III. Note that the second to last inequality is an application of the 
conditional Jensen’s inequality. 
Case 2. Y > p. We continue to assume that (3.4) holds. If Y < 2, then, 
arguing as above, we have 
since r/2 < 1 and r/p > 1. 
If r>2 we have 
using Minkowski’s inequality and the fact that 2/p > 1. 
To complete the proof of the result, we must remove the symmetry 
assumption (3.4). Consider, then, any family (f(X,, Yj, Z,) jii satisfying the 
assumptions in Theorem 1.3. Let {X,}, { Y,‘}, {Zf’}, { Zl,“} be mutually 
independent sequences of U(0, 1) random variables, independent of all 
other random variables under discussion. First, we claim that the array 
satisfies (3.4). To see this, note that conditional on the Xi, X:, 
vj= { [f(xz, Yjt zij)-f(x:3 yjt zi,)l 
- [f(X,, r;, zy, -f(X\, Y,‘, zq’)]}; 
defines an i.i.d. sequence of symmetric random sequences, so that 
{Vi} s {El Vi}. 
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The same argument applied to the following sequence (which is i.i.d. and 
symmetric, conditional on the Yj, Yj, E,!): 
Uj= { [&,if(Xiv Y,, zq)-Ej!f(Xi7 y;, zf’)] 
- c~;fw:, y;, Z,) - &;f(JG y;> -ql>, 
gives the desired result. 
Finally, using condition (D) and the demonstration above that yields 
Theorem 1.4 under the assumption (3.4), we have, using the conditional 
Jensen inequality, 
{Xl, Y;, Z;, ZIj”, Z;‘},,, < co. Q.E.D. 1 
4. AN APPLICATION TO U-STATISTICS 
We will prove the a.s. convergence in (1.9) for a suitable class of func- 
tions (the degenerate step functions on [0, 112) and then show that the size 
of the maximal function is controlled by 6() . / “). We denote by $$ the 
collection of all such Bore1 functions; 9 is then a linear subspace of 
L’([O, 112). It is known [12] that for 1 <p, S(l .lp)l’p is equivalent to a 
complete norm on the set of Bore1 functions on [0, 112; we denote this 
norm by 6,( .). The Banach space of such Bore1 functions for which this 
norm is finite will be denoted ,tP and the linear subspace of elements of 9 
for which 6,( .) is finite will be denoted AZ. The step functions are dense in 
Ad. We will require the following result. 
LEMMA 4.1. Ai is a closed subspace of AP. Furthermore, for every f E A: 
there is a sequence of degenerate step functions f,, such that f,, converges to 
f a.e. and in the norm 6,(. ). 
Before proving this lemma, we need an auxiliary result. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose f, converges in Lp( [0, 11’) to some functionf: Then 
there is a subsequence fYk such that for a.e. x and a.e. y, 
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ProojI Without loss of generality, take f= 0, so that jlf,,.ll, tends to 
zero. By Chebyshev’s inequality, one has for any I. > 0, 
Since llfyII, goes to zero, we can find a subsequence with Ilf,..,ll g 6 1/2k, so 
that 
kz, I i-y: Ilf”k(.~3. )II ;>l/k}l< -$ k2-k<co. 
k=l 
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, I (x: ilf”,(x, .)I1 “p > l/k i.o.)l = 0, so that the 
subsequencef,,(x,.) converges to 0 in Lp for a.e. x. One may then finish the 
proof by applying the same reasoning to the sequencef,,,( -, y). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. 
Cauchy sequence in Ai, 
First, we show that “i is closed. Let f, be a 
and let f E/ip be the limit function (which exists 
since /1, is complete). We need to show that f is degenerate. Since 
llf” -f Ilp G C&(f” -f 1, we can find a subsequence fik as in Lemma 4.2 such 
that (4.1) holds; by possibly passing to a further subsequence, we can 
assume that fyk converges to f a.e. Now f,,,, E AE for all k so that for a.e. x, 
limk- jAfvk(X) .d&=o. s ince ( fYk(x, .)}, is Lp bounded for a.e. x, the 
Vitali convergence theorem implies that, for a.e. x, 
A similar argument involving { fvk( ., y)}k shows that f E A;, as desired. 
To see that any f E ,4; may be approximated by degenerate step func- 
tions, we first pick a sequence of (not necessarily degenerate) step function 
fY E /i, converging a.e. and in S,-norm to f: Define 
jP,(x, Y)=f”(x>Y)- jo’f;(xAdrl 
which is clearly a sequence of degenerate step functions. The argument 
given in the first part of the proof shows that 7” tends to f a.e., at least 
along a subsequence, which we continue to denote by 7”. That is, 
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Lemma 4.2 and the dominated convergence theorem together imply, e.g., 
for a.e. x, 
since f E A;. It thus remains to show that S,(T,, -f) goes to zero. 
Now, s,(T,,--f) 6 S,(yV--f,) +s,,(f”--f), so it suffices to prove that 
S,(y,,-f,,) tends to zero; it is convenient to show this instead for 
WY” -.fI “1. It is easy to see that if g(x, y) = h(x) then 6( lgl”) = 11 gll g. 
Thus, 
By the dominated convergence theorem (since fV converges to f in Lp), the 
last term tends to zero by degeneracy off (i.e., f has mean zero). We have 
seen that, at least along a subsequence, 
By Jensen’s inequality, Ijify(x, q) dql p 6 j,!, IfV(x, q)j p dq, and since f, 
converges in Lp, we have that {!A If” (x, r])l p dq}, is a uniformly integrable 
family. Hence, so is (ljAf,,(x, q) dqlp)y and 
The same argument shows that lim, _ ‘3? l; 11; f”(x) y) dyJ AJ dx = 0, which 
completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
We next show that (1.9) holds for degenerate step functions, given (1.11) 
holds. It suffices to consider functions of the formf(x, y) = g(x) h(y), with 
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j:, g(x) d-x = s:, h(p) dy = 0 and Igl, Ihl GM, since we can write the 
degenerate step function as a sum of such functions. We then have, by 
adding and subtracting the “diagonal” terms of the sum (i.e., i= j), 
+ M2 lim sup (n A m)‘~ Iip 
l7AVl-T 
= 0 a.s., 
by one-parameter results and the fact that p < 2. 
To proceed, we will need to concern ourselves with the demonstration of 
the equivalence of (1.10) and (1.11). The proof of this result follows via a 
slight modification of the argument McConnell uses in [lo] to obtain the 
result in the case p = 1. We will therefore give only a sketch, and refer the 
reader there for details. Set 
It is easy to see that 
(4.2 1 
Now it is clear that ((Xi, Xj)}ieven,iodd 5 ((Xi, Yi)},,j, where (Y,> is an 
independent copy of {X,}. Thus we have 
sup I.fCxi~X,)l 
;i,#/, (ij)'jP 
~ sup Iftxi, xj)l y = sup lftxit ?)I 
;y;; (zyP ! . ,  (ij)‘lP ’ 
so that supi,J ]f(X,, Xj)]/(ij)‘lp) < co =- S( IfI J’) < cc. This together with 
(4.2), yields the implication ( 1.9) 3 ( 1.11). 
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We will write X g Y for random variables X and Y, if for some random 
variable Z, X 5 Z and Z < Y a.s. Suppose now that S,,(f) < co, so that 
1 
i f f(X;, r,, EL’, 
“,“,p (nmP j=,i=, r<P 
by Theorem 1.4. Set 
1 n.m 
*u* N.P=,,,:~~ (nm)~jp ,.z, fcx;j xj) ; 
I+1 
*u2* 1 
N,p= suP 
n,m<N tnm)‘lp 
*fJ4* 1 
N.p= suP 
n,mG N (nm)l’P 
c 
odd i<n, oddj<m 
I#/ 
Clearly, 0 d * U$ p r * U,* and 
*ur;,,< i WE,,. 
,=I 
Arguing as in [lo], one may then obtain 
*lJ* N,p g (4.3) 
where c1 is strictly less than one and c2 depends only on p. Rearranging 
terms and integration of both sides of this expression then yields 
where the right-hand side is finite if S,(j) < cc and f~ 9 by Theorem 1.4. 
Letting N tend to infinity, the monotone convergence theorem yields (1.10). 
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To complete the proof that (1.9) follows from S,,(f) < co, we will show 
that for every E > 0, there exists y > 0 such that 
(4.4) 
for any fe Ap” with s,(f) <q. Statement (1.9) then follows for arbitrary 
fc A: by a standard argument. 
Define on the linear set 9 of degenerate functions on [0, 1 I*, 
We claim that dP( .) defines a complete norm. That dP( .) is in fact a norm 
is readily seen. If {f,,}, is a Cauchy sequence in dP( .), then since 
/If/l r d d,(f), we can find a functionf which is the I,‘-limit of,f,. Note that 
f is degenerate when the f,, are (cf. Lemma 4.1). We claim that d,(f) is 
finite. Assume that f, converges a.e. to f (by passing to a subsequence if 
necessary). Then 
< iim inf E 
1 
sup ~ 
Y - CG n.m (nmPP 
,t, jjY, fv (xi> ‘,) I] 
i i f"(Xi> r,, 
II 
(Fatou) 
i=l,=l 
= lim inf dp(fy) P + % 
< co. 
Thus, dP( .) is complete. Suppose that dp(fv) + 0 for some sequence fu E 9. 
We will show that this implies 6, ( fv) + 0. 
To see this, note that 
II 1 4~,(f")2 s;p(u,"p Ifv(Xi, F/)1 1 II 
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(by an elementary inequality). By the assumption that dP(fy) + 0, this 
implies 
1 
“y (jj)llP - Ifvtxi9 yj)l 
converges in probability to zero. We claim that Bp(fy) -+ 0 then follows. 
For suppose lim sup, _ a, 6, (f") = t: > 0. Then we could find a subsequence 
vk such that 6, (fvt) b s/2 for k = 1,2, . . . and, perhaps by passing to a 
further subsequence, 
p y (ij)llP ( 1 - Ify,(Xi, Yj)l > 2-k 6 2-k. ) (4.5) 
Set 
g(x, Y)= 'f klf,,k YN, 
k=l 
and note that 
6,(g)~c6,(kf,,)=kc6,(f,,)~ke for all k, 
so that we conclude 6,(g) = + co. Here we used the fact [lo] that /f ( < g 
implies S,(f) 6 c 6,(g). But SUpi,j (l/(ij)“J’)lg(Xi, Yj)l < co a.s., since by 
the Bore1 Cantelli lemma, (4.5) implies 
( 1 p “yp (ij)l’P - Ifv,(Xi, Y,)l >2-ki.0. =0, ) 
so that 
6c+ f k2-k 
k=no 
a.s. . 
Here n, = max(k: ~up~,~(l/(ij)“~)lf,,(X,, Y,)l > 2-k} is random and a.s. 
finite. This contradicts Theorem 1.4, so that the assumption that dp(fv) 
does not go to zero is false. 
To recapitulate, we have two complete norms A, and 6, defined on the 
set 9 and A,(f,) -+ 0 implies d,,(f") + 0. As a consequence of the closed 
683/38/l-10 
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graph theorem, there then exists a constarlt c with d,(f) Q cd,(f). By the 
Chebyshev inequality, 
which implies (4.4). This then completes the proof of Theorem 1.5. Q.E.D. 
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